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The English version of the column by Dr. Daisaku Higashi, professor at Sophia University in 

Tokyo, published on 11 June 2020 in Mainichi Newspaper (One of the three major 

newspapers in Japan.) 

 

English version is posted in the website of Sophia Institute of International Relations in Tokyo 

 

“Tackling Corona Virus with Human Security Approaches”  

 

By Dr. Daisaku Higashi, Professor at Sophia University  

Published on 11 June 2020 in Mainichi Newspaper  

 

I published my book, Civil Wars and Mediations: How Can We End the Modern 

Wars? in January 2020. The book is based on my field research in South Sudan, Afghanistan, 

Syria, and Iraq for the last 10 years, as well as my engagement with the peace process as a UN 

political affairs officer.  

In this book, I argue that Japan earned the trust, to some degree, of different 

conflicting parties in the Middle East and Africa due to Japan’s assistance as a peaceful nation; 

thus, we should utilize that trust to facilitate dialogues between different conflicting parties 

to enable them to identify solutions themselves. In this context, I also insist that Japan play a 

role as a global facilitator in tackling the global security challenges that one nation cannot 

solve, namely the “challenges of Human Security.” The challenges of Human Security include 

global warming, natural disasters, and the pandemic; Japan should promote “dialogue 

between different nations, international organizations, NGOs, and experts to seek a global 

solution to these transnational challenges,” I emphasized in my book.  

In the 4 months since the book’s publication, the world has been drastically changed 

by the COVID-19 pandemic. And I am convinced that the COVID-19 pandemic is typical of 

the phenomena illuminating the challenges of Human Security in recent times. 

We should have a global solution to global challenges. I fully agree with the concept, 

“No one will be safe until the whole world is safe,” according to Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala in 

Foreign Affairs (April 30, 2020). Even if a nation can contain COVID-19 temporarily, the 

virus will come back to the state as soon as it opens its economy and permits people from 

foreign countries to enter it. Thus, we cannot have full protection of individuals from COVID-

19 until we solve this pandemic around the world, through effective medicines and universal 

vaccinations. With regard to Japan, it cannot host the summer Olympics in Tokyo in 2021 

unless we have a global solution and containment.  

At the same time, two dominant powers in the world – the United States and China – 
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are blaming each other and do not seem to be playing a leading role in promoting a global 

solution. Japan has contained the number of COVID-19 deaths to less than 1,000, due to the 

national public health behaviors (such as washing hands and wearing masks) and the serious 

treatment by medical staff. Japan has also advocated the concept of “Human Security” in the 

last two decades; I believe that Japan is in a good position to enhance a global solution to this 

pandemic.  

As for a concrete policy, Japan may collaborate with the European Union, as it just 

started the Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) and Strategic Partnership Agreement 

(SPA) with the EU in 2019. Japan and the EU can facilitate dialogue, supporting UN and its 

international agencies, to share information regarding effective medicines and treatments, as 

well as to create the framework to conduct vaccinations worldwide, once a vaccine becomes  

available; Japan could discuss it with the international community, including vulnerable 

countries in Africa, South Asia, the Middle East, and South America. The dialogue could be 

advanced by online meetings and communications, simultaneously sharing the information 

with the US and China. 

I believe that this is the time for Japan to have the will to contribute to a global solution 

with these initiatives and efforts.  

The Japanese people might be too modest to think that Japan could play such a role, 

but many third world countries expect these kinds of roles from Japan. It should be also 

recognized that promoting a global solution will also improve the safety of the individuals in 

Japan, and the world.  

 

 

Profile:  

Daisaku Higashi obtained a Ph.D. in Political Science at the University of British Columbia 

in Canada. He also worked as a program director for NHK (Japan Public TV Network), as 

Team Leader for Reconciliation and Reintegration in the UN Assistance Mission in 

Afghanistan (UNAMA), and as a Minister-Counsellor in the Japanese mission to the United 

Nations in New York.  

 

 

Below is a copy of the column that appeared in Mainichi Newspaper on 11 June 2020 
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